
15 Connecting with our places
15.1  Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your 
learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in this topic.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are advised that this topic may contain photos of or references to 
people who have died.

15.1.1 Introduction
The way we interact with places is dynamic: we change places and places change us. In a world of nearly eight 
billion people, we have many different perceptions of what a place is like, how it is used and how it could be 
improved.

People’s perceptions of places are rarely the same. A person’s view of a particular 
place or region is coloured by their own culture, experiences and values. The 
characteristics and significance of a place will be viewed differently by each individual.

The biggest influences on the way we perceive places are age, gender, class, language, 
ethnicity, race, religion and values. How important a place is to us may be determined 
by whether we feel that place belongs to us or not, whether it is part of our tradition or 
history, or whether the place is totally unfamiliar.

More people are on the move, too. Their journeys may be on foot or by plane as they visit and interact with 
new places. With rapid developments in technology, some of those places may be imagined. What do our 
connections look like today, and how will they change tomorrow?

Exciting or dull, familiar or strange? How can the same place look and feel different for each person?

perception    the process 
by which people translate 
sensory input into a view of 
the world around them

ethnicity    cultural factors 
such as nationality, culture, 
ancestry, language and 
beliefs

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-5871)

Video eLesson Making connections (eles-1722)

FIGURE 1  Rock art is part of the history and tradition of the 
place in which it is found. Here Willie Gordon, a Nugal-warra 
Elder, explains the painting found in Cooktown, Queensland. 
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15.2  The various perceptions of land

15.2.1 Why is land so important?
Land means different things to different people. A farmer sees land as a means of production and a source of 
income. A conservationist sees land as a priceless natural resource that must be protected. A property developer 
sees it as an area that can be divided, built upon and sold for a profit. To Indigenous Australians, land has 
traditionally been much more than that — it’s been an enormously important part of people’s culture.

Indigenous Australian peoples have been in Australia since the beginning of the Dreaming (estimated to be 
more than 60 000 years), adapting to survive and thrive in a changing environment. In traditional Indigenous 
Australian culture, the land is therefore at the core of people’s wellbeing — a person’s relationship with the 
land is one of interconnectedness across the physical, spiritual and cultural worlds.

15.2.2 Indigenous Australian peoples’ traditional perception of land
In Indigenous Australian culture, land is much more than the soil, rocks, hills and trees. The land, or country, 
represents the environment that has through history sustained Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, 
their culture and way of life. The traditional owners of Australia are diverse, made up of over 500 different 
groups, each with its own separate language (or dialect), lores, beliefs and customs. Language groups are 
made up of a number of communities, with each community belonging to a territory or traditional land. These 
places include features of the natural environment such as waterholes and hills, as well as distinct geographical 
boundaries such as rivers or mountain ranges. Natural features are often represented in Indigenous art (see 
FIGURE 1).

It is the responsibility of each community to look after their country just as it looks after them. The 
environment holds rich meaning for Indigenous Australian peoples, whose Dreaming stories (for Aboriginal 
peoples) and legends (for Torres Strait Islander peoples) are present throughout the landscape, along with many 
sacred places for special ceremonies — men’s and women’s sacred sites (see FIGURE 2) — and resting places 
for ancestors that must be protected and conserved.

Each community has a totem that is a sign of its people’s spiritual link to the land. 
A totem could be an animal, plant or geographical feature such as a weather pattern 
or rock formation. It is from this totem or land feature that individuals draw their 
spirituality, becoming custodians; ensuring it is passed on to future generations. 
Special ceremonies are performed at sacred places to show respect for, replenish and 
celebrate each totem.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to:
 • outline and give examples of the importance of country to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
 • comment on how our perception of land can influence our identity, decisions and culture.

totem    an animal, plant, 
landscape feature or 
weather pattern that 
identifies an individual’s 
connection to the land
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  15.2.3  Differing viewpoints on land 
 In traditional Indigenous Australian culture, people are custodians rather than owners of land, as the land has 
existed before and will exist long after its human occupants. It therefore cannot be bought or sold. The concept 
of property or land ownership that arrived with the Europeans contrasted greatly with the Indigenous view of 
place. 

 When the European colonies were established, many Indigenous Australian peoples were dispossessed of their 
land, and cultural practices were forcibly disrupted. In many cases, Indigenous communities were pushed onto 
marginal lands that were often not their own, not 
only creating confl ict but severing their connection 
with the land from which they drew their sense of 
identity. However, even today among groups largely 
displaced from their traditional estates, that strong 
link to country is maintained through stories and a 
sense of place and spiritual connection. 

 James Price Point on Western Australia’s Kimberley 
(see  FIGURE  2  ) provides one illustration of these 
differences in viewpoint. The following are three 
very different views of the same area of land:  

     •  unremarkable beach — Colin Barnett, former 
premier of Western Australia 

  FIGURE 1    A traditional dot painting depicting land at Kiwirrkura, 400 kilometres 
west of Alice Springs  

Source:  © Donkeyman Lee Tjupurrula Kukatja (c.1921)–1994 
Tingari Dreaming at Walawala  (1989) 
 Synthetic polymer paint on canvas, 119.7 × 179.3 cm 
 Purchased from Admission Funds, 1989 
 National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne 
 © Donkeyman Lee Tjupurrula/Licensed by VISCOPY 2013 

  FIGURE 2    James Price Point, Western Australia  
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 • major heritage site — WA Department of Aboriginal Sites (‘Major’ is the Department’s highest category.)
 • secret Aboriginal men’s business site — Goolarabooloo Aboriginal people.

When different people have vastly different views about a place, it can make the management of that land 
challenging.

15.2.4 Movement across and connection to the land today
Much like the international system of passports and visas to enter other countries, a similar process exists for 
Indigenous nations. Entry to another nation’s or community’s lands is by ceremony and negotiation, a practice 
still commonplace today, recognising the important relationship that Indigenous Australian peoples have with 
their country. The tradition of ‘Welcome to Country’ for visitors issues a shared commitment to protect and 
preserve the land being visited. After being welcomed, those who walk on another’s lands are expected to 
respect the traditional owners’ rules and protocols.

The 2016 census showed that 79 per cent of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are living 
in Australia’s urban environments; only 20 per cent live in rural areas. Many of those living in urban 
environments know the stories passed through generations, but not all have had the opportunity to visit their 
traditional lands to learn about and experience first-hand their people's particular connection to the land.

Resources

Interactivity My place (int-3332)

Google Earth James Price Point, WA

DISCUSS

Brainstorm with other members of your class and construct a list of other examples of different cultural 
viewpoints on the same object, custom or place. Consider such things as music, religious customs and foods.
 General capability: Intercultural understanding

15.2 ACTIVITIES

 1. With your class, make a list of the places or landmarks in your community that you use on a regular basis. 
Each student should rate the importance of each on a scale of 1 to 3, with 3 being the most important. 
Collate the data to find out which places are most and least important to your class. Are the results as you 
expected? Do they match your own perceptions of how important places are, or do you have a different view 
from your classmates? Explain why there might be similarities or differences.
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching 
 Geography concept: Place

 2. Refer to FIGURE 2 and conduct internet research to find out more about James Price Point and the conflict 
that developed over the proposed gas mining of the area.

 a. Create a mind map that shows the various groups involved in the gas mining dispute. Beneath each group’s 
name, list their interests in the site.

 b. Consider the viewpoints about James Price Point quoted in this subtopic. How have these individuals or 
groups perceived the land in this place?

 c. The proposed project at James Price Point was cancelled in 2013. From your internet research, why do you 
think this happened? Share your findings with your classmates. Do they agree?
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching, Communicating and reflecting
 Geography concept: Place
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15.2 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. List the factors that may influence our perception of place.
 2. From your list in question 1, which factor do you think is the most influential? Why?
 3. How do Indigenous Australian peoples perceive the land?
 4. What does land mean to you? Think about where you live or where you come from to help describe the 

interconnection you have with the land.
 5. With their connection to land, what responsibilities does each Indigenous community have?
 6. Which of the following defines the purpose of a totem in Indigenous Australian communities?
 A. An object unique to only one area of land
 B. Something that identifies an individual’s connection to the land
 C. An object passed down from generation to generation
 D. A tool used to care for the land
 7. Which of the following is not true about being a custodian of the land?
 A. A custodian cares for the land without actually owning the land.
 B. A custodian is an owner of the land.
 C. The land will exist long after the person has gone.
 D. Indigenous Australian peoples view themselves as custodians of the land.

Apply your understanding

 8. Describe the natural features of the land depicted in the FIGURE 1 artwork.
 9. The establishment of European colonies pushed Indigenous people onto marginal land. How did this change 

their relationship with the land?
 10. Why do you think the opening of the National Parliament is preceded by a ‘Welcome to Country' ceremony?
 11. Most Indigenous Australians today are urban dwellers. Suggest how these people might connect with the 

land.
 12. In 2019 widening of the Western Highway near Ararat in Victoria was realigned in order to save two birthing 

trees. Why can this be seen as an important decision taken by the Major Road Projects Authority?

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 4, 6, 7

LEVEL 2
Questions 
3, 8, 9

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 10, 11, 12

 3. Given the strong interconnection to land, you may think that Indigenous Australians are opposed to land 
development. Although custodial responsibilities and care of the land are of utmost importance, many 
landowners strongly support economic development. As a class or in small groups, debate the arguments in 
favour of and against development of traditional lands.  HASS skills: Evaluating 
 Geography concept: Interconnection

 4. Who are the traditional owners of the land on which you live? Have you witnessed a ‘Welcome to Country’ 
ceremony? Who performed the ceremony, and what was involved? (It may have included a speech, 
traditional dance or smoking ceremony.)  Geography concept: Place
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FIGURE 1  In coastal or riverside cities, like Perth, ferries can play 
an important role in public transport efficiency.

15.3  Modes of accessing places

15.3.1 Connecting with public transport
Public transport provides a relatively low-cost way for people to interconnect with places, and can reduce 
traffic congestion and pollution. For students, it is often the only way to get around. Sometimes, however, it 
can seem like too much bother, perhaps because one service does not connect to another or because there are 
not enough services running, especially near your house.

Public transport use is considerably higher in capital cities than in other parts of Australia, partly because cities 
have relatively large populations and better public transport infrastructure.

Our changing needs
With any population growth, governments at all levels must consider how they will meet changing transport 
needs. Technology developments have allowed us to make better decisions for our use of public transport. 
Many people now use the internet or an app to find the fastest way to get from A to B. Service quality, 
frequency and infrastructure are generally the biggest concerns in the provision of a public transport system. 
However, the affordability of public transport is equally important, because many people depend upon public 
transport to access jobs, services, education and recreation.

Different forms of public 
transport have different uses
Trains move large numbers of people 
over long distances at high speed in 
and out of the central business district 
(CBD). Greater traveller access is 
created by routes winding across the 
city; the fewer stops made by trains 
and the speed at which they can cover 
distance increases travellers’ ability to 
connect with places.

METRONET is multi-government 
agency responsible for sustainably 
developing Perth’s transport network to 
cater for future needs. Currently, many 
rail projects are underway to better 
connect Perth’s surrounding areas (see 
FIGURE 2) while improving accessibility in the CBD through a light rail network.

Buses provide access where trains and trams do not go and ‘infill’ access for people 
by using a range of road levels. Buses are the most flexible of the services; they 
are able to change routes as there is no fixed rail system involved. Buses, and to 
some extent trams, ferry people to and from train stations, adjusting timetables and 
reorganising routes to match the train network.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to discuss and analyse the various ways in which we are globally 
connected.

infrastructure    the facilities, 
services and installations 
needed for a society to function, 
such as transportation and 
communications systems, water 
pipes and power lines
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April 2020

Ashby

StirlingStirling

PerthPerth

EllenbrookEllenbrook

Butler

Byford

Mundijong

FremantleFremantle

JoondalupJoondalup

RockinghamRockinghamRockinghamRockingham

Nambeelup

Yanchep
Yanchep Rail Extension
14.5km extension with stations at Alkimos, Eglinton 
and Yanchep 

Morley-Ellenbrook Line
21km line with stations at Morley, Noranda, Malaga, 
Whiteman Park and Ellenbrook

Caledonian Avenue
Level crossing removal

New Midland Station
The new station, in a new location, to better 
integrate and connect the area

Forrestfield-Airport Link
8.5km line with stations at Redcliffe, Airport Central 
and Forrestfield, as well as upgrades at Claremont 
Station to support the new line.

New Bayswater Station
Major station upgrade

Oats Street
Level crossing removal, including Mint Street 
and Welshpool Road

Wharf Street
Level crossing removal, including considering 
Hamilton and William Street crossing removals

Denny Avenue
Level crossing removal

Byford Rail Extension
Extending the Armadale Line to Byford

Thornlie-Cockburn Link
First east-west connection with stations at Nicholson 
and Ranford roads in Canning Vale 

WA-made Railcars
246 new C-series railcars manufactured locally  

Karnup Station
Future station on the Mandurah Line

Lakelands Station
New station on the Mandurah Line

Mandurah Station 
Multi-Storey Car Park
Increasing passenger parking

Morley

  FIGURE 2    METRONET plan for Perth  
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  15.3.2  User perception of public transport 
 Conducted quarterly online, the Transport Opinion Survey gathers the views on public transport of 1000 adult
Australians. In September 2019, 34 per cent of those surveyed said public transport was a top priority. Only 17
per cent of those surveyed thought Australia’s transport systems would be better within a year; just 17 per cent 
felt that local public transport would be improved within a year; and 33 per cent of those surveyed thought the 
transport system they were using would be better in fi ve years’ time. The perceptions that people have about 
public transport infl uence how they use it. Factors that infl uence this perception include: 

     •  weather conditions 
     •  uncertainty about when the next bus or train will arrive 
     •  familiarity with the journey.   

 Given that travellers tend to consider non-vehicle travel time (walking, waiting, transferring) to be more 
diffi cult than in-vehicle travel time, this has consequences when trying to attract people to public transport. If 
people think their travel time by car is 60 minutes, they perceive their travel time by public transport for that 
same trip to be almost double: 117 minutes. 

  15.3.3  Active travel 
 Any transport that requires physical activity, such as cycling or walking, is called active travel. In the 2016 
Census, of the 9.2 million Australians who commute, only 5.2% participated in   active travel  . This is an area 
that the states and territories see as an opportunity to not only reduce carbon footprints, but to improve the 
liveability of areas.  

 Perth is working to improve its rates of active travel through the design of more user-friendly bike paths 
(see  FIGURE  3  ) that connect places through the city, while also encouraging people through the Department 
of Transport’s ‘Your Move’ program. Perth’s bike paths and trails continue to grow in number, providing 
increased access to places, including dedicated cycling lanes on roads and extensive river and coastal cycling 
routes. Laws also changed in 2016 to allow people of all ages to cycle legally on the footpath. 

 Throughout Australia, there are various different programs that encourage active 
travel including bicycle and scooter hire schemes. They encourage active travel by 
connecting central hubs throughout the CBD. One example from the Perth region is 
Urbi Bikes, who set up various bikeshare stations in the Joondalup area to connect 
with public transport for Edith Cowan University students and workers at local 
employment hubs.   The choice to access places by public transport, active travel or 
vehicle keeps people connected and strengthens interconnection in a community.  

  FIGURE 3    Safe Active Street in Mount Hawthorn  

active travel    making 
journeys via physically 
active means, such as 
cycling or walking
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The importance of walkability
Walkability provides a range of benefits to any community. People’s health has been shown to improve if they 
walk on a regular basis. In particular, the risk of heart disease and diabetes is reduced. There is a reduced 
environmental impact with fewer cars on the road: feet produce zero per cent carbon dioxide emissions! 
Communities benefit when people have more time available for involvement in community activities. Up to 
10 per cent of a person’s time spent in a community activity is lost when a car is used for just 10 minutes of 
commuting. Families also benefit financially, because a car is often the second largest household expense, and 
housing prices can increase by 20 per cent when located in places with a high walkability score. All of these 
factors work together to improve the perception of places and increase the interconnections between people 
and services.

Resources

Interactivity Off the rails (int-3333)

Weblink Your Move — Western Australian Department of Transport

FIGURE 4  The components of the ‘20-minute neighbourhood’ concept
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15.3.4 Walking to connect — the ‘20-minute neighbourhood’
Urban planners around the world are focusing on human wellbeing as a key to the structure of new suburbs 
and revitalisation of existing suburbs. People’s perceptions of what will make ‘life good’ and what makes a 
‘good place’ to live in are being taken into account. Being connected, to other places and people, is a high 
priority.

The concept of the ‘20-minute neighbourhood’ is being implemented in some parts of Australia. For example, 
the creation of 20-minute neighbourhoods is central to one of the objects in ‘Plan Melbourne 2017–2050’ – a 
development plan to manage population growth, sustainability and liveability.

As FIGURE 3 shows, the ‘20-minute neighbourhood’ is about improving the liveability of a place. This means 
being able to walk around your neighbourhood and within 20 minutes being able to access your daily needs 
— for example, transport, a medical clinic and primary schools. Factors that make a good neighbourhood 
walkable are:

 • a centre — either as a street or public space

 • mixed income and mixed use — a range of housing types

 • people — enough people for businesses to be successful and for public transport frequency

 • parks and public space — for people to gather and to play

 • pedestrian design — foot access (cars parked off street)

 • complete streets — suited to bicycles and walking, and allowing easy movement across the place

 • schools and workplaces — close enough to walk

15.3 ACTIVITIES

 1. a. Choose a location on the other side of town or somewhere in your region. Using a rail, ferry, bus or other 
public transport provider website, or an online mapping site that provides real-time traffic data, find out 
how long it would take you to travel from your school or home to this point on:
 i Monday morning at 9 am
 ii Sunday evening at 6 pm.

 b. How much, if any, of each trip is not covered by public transport? Suggest how you might practically fill the 
gaps if you had to make this trip (e.g. walk, cycle, car).

 c. What did you notice about the travel times? Were they different? Why do you think this is?
 d. Create a map of your journey, using an appropriate key, to show rail, bus and other modes of transport used. 

 HASS skills: Questioning and researching 
 Geography concepts: Place, Scale

 2. Draw a topological map of the distances you have to travel from your home to the bus stop or train station, 
to school, to the shopping centre, to the park where you meet your friends, to a place for sporting activities, 
and to any other significant locations in your life. Consider how teenagers in other places might perceive the 
distances you travel.  HASS skills: Communicating and reflecting  
 Geography concepts: Place, Scale 

 3. Draw a plan for a 20-minute neighbourhood that you would like to access and live in.
Discuss and consider each group member’s perception of which features increase wellbeing and 
interconnections in a community.  HASS skills: Communicating and reflecting  
 Geography concepts: Place, Scale
 General capability: Personal and social capability
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15.3 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. Why is public transport perceived by governments as being very important?
 2. Write a definition for the term active travel.
 3. Do you use public transport? Why or why not?
 a How interconnected is the place in which you live? What types of public transport are available to you? What 

distances do you need to travel to reach a bus stop or a train station?
 b What types of public transport are required for you to access your closest international airport?
 4. How do you perceive the quality of your public transport? Consider accessibility, timeliness, cleanliness, 

comfort, ticketing, safety, convenience and information about the service. Explain you answer.
 5. One of the most significant aspects of public transport is the interconnection between the different forms of 

transport. Why is interconnection important?

Apply your knowledge

 6. Construct an isoline map to show the distance of services from the CBD for your local area. Using the map, 
describe the level of interconnection that exists for this area.

 7. Suggest how the development of electric cars and Uber travel may change the way people interconnect.
 8. In a paragraph response, propose ways that the transport interconnections can be improved in your local 

area and justify how they will boost the perception of place and the connection of people to services.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au. 

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
2, 3, 4

LEVEL 2
Questions 
1, 5, 6

LEVEL 3
Questions 
7, 8
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  15.4   Thinking Big research project: Fieldwork — 
moving around our spaces 
 Scenario 
 Often, students go about their school lives without a second thought for their surroundings. The following 
fi eldwork activity encourages you to start thinking about different aspects of your environment and the impact 
that the daily movement of people has on these surroundings. 

 You have been selected as a member of a student task force to investigate the problems created by the 
movement of students in and around the school canteen throughout the day. You will conduct fi eldwork in the 
school grounds to assess student movement patterns, identify impacts and formulate possible solutions.  

 Task 
 In small groups, you will conduct fi eldwork, sharing tasks and using ICT tools where possible to document 
your fi ndings and to prepare your fi nal presentation. You may choose to share each task among the group or 
nominate group members to handle each section of the task. For example, one person might be responsible for 
all the mapping tasks and another for compiling the data. Your completed project should include the following 
elements: 

     •    an annotated fl ow map of the area under study 
     •    details of data collected, with graphs, diagrams and images, as appropriate, describing and summarising 

fi ndings 
     •    a report detailing problems identifi ed and possible solutions — this could be presented as a PowerPoint 

presentation if you wish.   
 Follow the steps outlined in the  Process  section to complete this task.  
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Process
 • Open the ProjectsPLUS application in the Resources for this topic. Click on the Start new project button 

to enter the project due date and set up your project group. Working in groups of four or five will allow 
you to share ideas and responsibility for various aspects of the project. (Note: You will need to ensure that 
you have enough people in your group to have one person posted at each entry/exit point in your school 
canteen.) Save your settings and the project will be launched.

 • If you wish to, you can add topics to the Research forum, to organise your work and allow group 
members to view and comment on information collected. When you have completed your research, you 
can print out the Research report in the Research forum to easily view all the information you have 
gathered, if you wish. In the Media centre you will find an assessment rubric to guide your project 
development.

 • Complete the following tasks:
 1. Create the base map of your intended area of study.

 • Using an available school map or satellite maps, create a map of the study area. (If a map is not 
available, you may need to measure and draw the area to create an accurate map.)

Canteen

ClassroomsClassrooms

AdministrationAdministration

Art
Block

Art
Block

Assembly
Hall

Assembly
Hall

Erosion

N

S

EW

Seat

Bin

Building entry/exit 

Key

0−19 people per lunch hour

20−100 people per lunch hour

100 or more people per lunch hour 0 2.5 5 m

FIGURE 1  Sample flow map of school grounds

Source: Spatial Vision
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 • Include all entry and exit points for your canteen so that you can monitor foot traffic in and out of 
the area.

 • Create a key that includes as much detail as possible (such as bins, seating areas, pathways, grass, 
eroded areas).

 2. Over the course of a week, monitor the foot traffic to and from the canteen area at the morning 
break and lunchtime.

 • You could allocate each project group in the class one day to monitor, and then combine the week’s 
data to be shared by all groups.

 • To count how many people move in and out of the area, station a member of your group at each 
entrance/exit point.

 • You may use a simple tally or ‘clickers’ to count entrances and exits.
 3. Once you have created the base map and collected the data, you will need to annotate your 

map with flow lines to represent the movement of people. (Refer to the FIGURE 1 sample and the 
subtopic 12.15 SkillBuilder for more guidance.)

 4. Consider the question: What problems are created by the movement around your school grounds?
 • You can decide as a class which areas to focus your investigation on, or your teacher can advise 

you.
 • See TABLE 1 for some ideas and to help you identify potential problems and their sources.

 5. To help you understand the trends in movement throughout the week, is there any other data you 
can gather to complement your investigation?

 • For example, when are whole-school events held (such as assembly), which result in large numbers 
approaching the canteen at the same time, rather than at staggered times?

 • Could you approach the canteen for some sales data throughout the week? (See TABLE 2 for an 
example of the kind of data you might obtain.)

 6. Graph all data collected before attempting to analyse your findings.
 7. Complete your analysis of the data and the problems you identified, and think about ways to 

manage the situation. Consider the following questions.
 a. Which areas showed the most congestion? Why do you think this is the case?
 b. Did the location of congestion change according to the time of day? What factors might 

influence these changes?
 c. How does the movement of people affect the natural and human environment of your school 

grounds?
 d. How do you propose to improve the current situation? What equipment, cooperation or support 

(or other factors) would be required in order to make these changes effective?
 e. What changes could be made with (i) no cost, (ii) minimal cost and (iii) unlimited funding?

TABLE 1  Problems and possible solutions related to movement of people

Areas to investigate
Type of problem 
created Likely cause of problem

Possible 
solutions

Eroded grass area on oval Pollution, eyesore  • Students taking shortcuts to canteen
 • Poor placement of paths

Litter left outside canteen at 
end of breaks

Cold, wet and hungry 
students

 • Lazy students
 • Lack of rubbish bins

Queues that extend out of 
canteen, leaving students 
exposed to the weather

Cold, wet and hungry 
students

 • Too many students approaching 
canteen at same time

 • Inadequate space for queues
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     8.  Develop a management plan. 
•  Your completed map and supporting evidence will form part of your management plan document. 
•  Annotate your map with detailed descriptions of practical solutions for some of the problems you 

have identifi ed. Are your group’s solutions cost effective? 
•  Prepare a PowerPoint presentation or a report that may be shared with your school principal or 

grounds manager. 
•  Ensure you complement your presentation with photographic evidence and data to support your 

contentions and solutions.     
     •    Present your fi ndings and plan to the class and submit your completed plan and map to your teacher for 

assessment.     

   TABLE 2    Canteen sales throughout a week   

  Canteen sales  
  Snacks (drinks, ice creams, 
fruits etc.)  

  Cold and hot meals (sandwiches, salads, 
burgers etc.)  

  Monday     93    177  

  Tuesday     89    158  

  Wednesday     80    166  

  Thursday     83    152  

  Friday    102    189  

Resources

ProjectsPLUS   Thinking Big research project: Fieldwork — moving around our spaces  (pro-0193)   
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15.5  Connecting with the world

15.5.1 How connected are we?
Since the advent of mass transport, our world has been shrinking. We have the capability to be more connected 
than ever before thanks to waterways that have drawn distant places together with improved shipping access 
and the cheaper, faster flights of the digital age. These developments have made travel far more accessible to 
more places and for more people than ever before.

15.5.2 How do maritime highways connect places?
Technological developments have seen the reduction in time for a ship to travel the world. In 2015, the 
upgraded Panama Canal, which links the Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean, opened its new, larger locks 
to accommodate the super ships now plying the oceans. A second Suez Canal lane opened in 2015 and the 
original canal was deepened to provide access from the Mediterranean Sea to the Red Sea and Indian Ocean. 
The Straits of Malacca provide access for about 33 per cent of all European container ships accessing East 
Asia in response to the demand for raw materials and commodities, in particular in China.

Australia is no longer a sailing time of 6 months from the United Kingdom, as it once was; with faster, bigger 
ships, the distance can be covered in about 33 days. Reduced travel times and reduced costs are a boon for the 
export of Australian agricultural produce and mining resources, and for the import of products to improve our 
wellbeing, such as bulky, manufactured goods. Reduced transport costs have benefited global trade (see FIGURE1).

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to comment on and provide examples of Australia’s global 
interconnections through export and import trade.

10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000

Number of journeys
per year

FIGURE 1  The density of major global cargo shipping routes
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In 2019, cruise ship passenger numbers were around 30 million people, demonstrating the increasing 
popularity of this mode of travel. Cruise ships offered affordable holidays to a variety of places on each 
voyage. Cruise ships have grown much larger in size, with more berths and a greater range of on-board 
activities. These changes meant that access to places had never been easier. In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic 
virtually shut down the entire global cruise industry.

15.5.3 How do we connect through the air?
In 2018, 4.3 billion people flew safely on 38.1 million flights 
for the purposes of business, tourism or reconnection with 
relatives. FIGURE 2 shows how the long-haul aeroplanes, 
such as the Airbus A380 with its wide body and double-deck 
carrying capacity of 853 passengers, hub in and out of key 
airports, leaving smaller jets to distribute passengers across a 
country using smaller airstrips.

These large aeroplanes have reduced the time needed to 
access places; the Airbus 380 is able to access London from 
Melbourne in about 22 hours with one stop. Airlines are 
vying for technologically apt aircraft such as the Dreamliner, 
which flies long haul, non-stop to London from Perth, 
Western Australia, in under 17 hours. Constant monitoring 
of the success levels of routes sees frequent adjustments 
to schedules and discounts offered on flights. Australians 
are able to access the United States non-stop (Los Angeles, 
Dallas) with most flights less than A$1000 each way, and 
often discounted heavily too.

Air cargo flights also provide access for trade delivering perishable items quickly around the world. The 
Netherlands trades about 50 per cent of all cut flowers moved around the world. Asparagus from Victoria 
is sent to Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan; it arrives in Japan by air 30 hours after 
being harvested. Australia imports by air freight high-value ‘just-in-time’ manufacturing components such as 
computer and machinery parts. Online shopping can see an order placed in Melbourne via a US site, with the 
product air-freighted from Hong Kong and delivered in three days!

Technological developments in transport are likely to further increase the interconnection of people around 
the world, making our connections easier, quicker and more frequent. In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic 
significantly restricted air travel for people, but global air transport networks became vital pathways for the 
transport of goods, with some commercial airlines using their passenger planes to transport cargo.

FIGURE 2  Flight patterns vary according to 
the time of day.

DISCUSS

How did the COVID-19 pandemic affect the ways the world connected? What were the impacts on how and why 
people travelled? What were the impacts of cargo and freight transport routes? Did global communication and 
transport become more or less important? Do you think the pandemic has changed the way people and places 
connect forever? How can we overcome the difficulties of restricted connectivity? HASS skills: Evaluating  
 General capability: Critical and creative thinking
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15.5 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. How has the opening of the waterways improved access to places for the cargo ships?
 2. What is the value of air travel for passengers?
 3. Refer to FIGURE 1.
 a. The areas where cargo shipping routes are dense are between

 A. Australia and Asia
 B. Australia and the Middle East
 C. Africa and Antarctica
 D. the United States and Europe.

 b. Regions with which size of population requires greater transfer of goods?
 A. Smaller
 B. Similar
 C. Higher

 c. Is there any connection with the developed world?
 4. Australia is circumnavigated by shipping routes. Can you explain why this might be?
 5. What do ‘just-in-time' manufacturing components show about global connections?

Apply your understanding

 6. Will Australia’s perceived remoteness be further reduced 
by 2030? Suggest how this might be.

 7. Describe how a person can connect from Los Angeles, 
USA to Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, by air.

 8. International conflicts can have an impact on connecting 
goods for trade. How might a dispute in the Pacific 
Ocean affect Australian trade?

 9. Explain why cruise ship holidays have become so 
popular.

 10. Our world is shrinking. Explain this statement in relation 
to interconnections.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 3, 7

LEVEL 2
Questions 
4, 6, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 9, 10

15.5 ACTIVITY

Use the internet to search ‘World traffic pattern over a 24-hour period’ and watch major airlines hub into major 
cities over the course of one day.

 a. What do you notice about the places being accessed?
 b. Does access change between day and night?
 c. Can you explain why international flights leave Australia late at night or early in the morning?
 HASS skills: Analysing  
 Geography concepts: Place

FIGURE 3  Loading containers for 
global trade
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15.6  How does trade connect us?

15.6.1 Trade in goods and services
The Earth’s resources are not distributed evenly over space. For instance, some places may have an abundance 
of iron ore and others may have none. To solve this problem, nations have developed trade, allowing producers 
and consumers to exchange goods and services.

The system of trade has been around for a long time. Its earliest form was as barter at local markets or fairs. 
Merchants also used land and sea routes to access markets in foreign lands, where they exchanged goods for 
payment. More recently, air transport has become a means of trade, and the internet has made it possible to 
instantly exchange information. Today, we have a highly sophisticated, large-scale, global system of trade.

A modern example of the interconnection of trade is the production of the Airbus A380. To construct this 
plane, component parts must be purchased from different countries and transported over land and sea to reach 
their final assembly place in Toulouse, France (see FIGURE 1).

Goods and services, of which there are many, are generated by either processing Earth’s resources (goods) or 
people doing things for each other (services). A good can be an item as simple as a loaf of bread or it can be 
as complex as a motor car. A service is not something you can hold in your hand; examples of a service are 
education in a school or the advice a doctor gives a patient. What types of goods and services do you use to 
support your lifestyle?

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to explain and give examples of how trade in goods and services 
helps to more evenly distribute the Earth’s resources, and comment on variation in levels of consumption across 
the world.

FRANCE

UNITED 
KINGDOM

GERMANY

SPAIN

A T L A N T I C
O C E A N

Bay
of

Biscay

NORTH SEA

Filton

Broughton

Getafe

Nantes

Buxtehude

Laupheim

Toulouse

Hamburg
Stade

St Nazaire

Varel
Bremen

Pauillac

Beauvais

Meaulte

Illescas

Puerto Real

Cadiz

Nordenham

Langon

Mostyn

Source: Data from Wikimedia Commons

Transport by roll-on/roll-off

Transport by barge

Transport by road convoy

Construction

Logistics

Key

0 300 600 km

FIGURE 1  Transporting the component parts of the 
Airbus A380

value adding    processing a 
material or product and thereby 
increasing its market value
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 As seen in  FIGURE  2  , the processing of a resource into more complex goods can be a series of transitions, in 
which there is   value adding   at each level of industry (that is, its value increases). An important consideration 
in the production of goods and services is the impact on the environment.   

  15.6.2  How are goods and services consumed? 

 Household fi nal consumption per person 
 If we tally the value or money spent on all goods and services such as food, cars, washing machines, 
electricity, water and gas, education, medical service expenses and entertainment within a country for a year, 
then divide this fi gure by the total population of the country, we obtain what is referred to as the household 
fi nal consumption per person. This per-person dollar value can provide a general indication of the economic 
development and prosperity of a country. 

 The greatest consumers of goods and services on a per-person basis tend to be wealthy, industrialised 
countries, as shown in  FIGURE  3  . However, countries such as China and India also consume high levels of 
goods and services because they have very large populations. As would be expected, countries that are high-
level consumers can have a signifi cant impact on the environment, particularly in terms of energy use and 
waste production. 

 At the lower end of the scale of household fi nal consumption per person, people in countries such as Niger and 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo spend $269 and $275 respectively per year, or around $0.75 per day per 
person (see  FIGURE  4  ). This expenditure is mainly for food.    

Secondary industry
Makes products from
natural resources
Example: a factory makes
tins of corn and sells them
to supermarkets.

Quaternary industry
Sells knowledge and
information
Example: a marketing
analyst works out how
best to position products,
and sells this information
to supermarkets.
and sells this information
to supermarkets.

Tertiary industry
Sells products or services
Example: a supermarket
sells tins of corn and other
products to consumers.

Primary industry
Takes natural resources
from the Earth or grows
them
Example: a farmer
grows corn that is then
transported to a canning
factory.

  FIGURE 2    Four levels of industry  
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FIGURE 4  Household final consumption expenditure per 
person for the 10 lowest ranked countries in the world for 
2016–2017

15.6.3 CASE STUDY: Western Rock Lobster — connecting Western Australia to the world

The western rock lobster (see 
FIGURE 5) is Australia’s most 
valuable single species wild captive 
fishery with the operation bringing 
in approximately $500 million each 
year to Australia’s export industry. 
Western rock lobsters are exported 
around the world; however; 98 per 
cent of the 6300 tonnes of lobster 
caught annually are airfreighted 
to China. Significant growth in the 
Chinese market over recent years 
has led to the development of a live 
export facility next to Perth’s airport 
to improve transit times, with the 
journey to China taking less than 20 
hours.

The lobster industry does not just 
provide interconnections on the 
international scale, it connects local 
communities. Regional employment 

FIGURE 5  Western rock lobster
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FIGURE 3  Top 10 countries for household final 
consumption, per person. Australia is ranked 
fifth in this list for the years 2016–2017.
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Food trade around the world
The world’s population is unevenly distributed across space, as is the quantity of food produced. Some places, 
such as Australia, produce an abundance of food, while others struggle to produce enough to maintain food 
security.

Traditionally, food production consisted of hunting and gathering or cropping and herding. Excess food 
was consumed locally or sent to nearby markets for barter or cash. While some 40 per cent (or by some 
estimates, more) of the world’s population is still directly tied to subsistence agriculture, many of the world’s 
highly developed economies produce large surpluses of food specifically for international trade. For instance, 
Australia’s 2018–19 farm production is estimated to be worth $60 billion, with $47 billion of this in export 
worth.

Food trade is a complicated business, as can be seen in FIGURE 7. It is estimated that for developing countries, 
three-quarters of exports are agricultural produce. While developed countries may need to import some foods, 
many actually export as much as they import in agricultural produce. For instance, the United States, Canada 
and Australia use large farms to produce wheat, and they control 75 per cent of the global export trade in 
cereals.

Wheat production levels vary from year to year, depending on weather conditions 
experienced at particular times in the growing season. After a bumper year 
in 2016–17, when in excess of 34 million tonnes was produced, in 2017–18, 
Australia produced just over 21 million tonnes of wheat. More than three-
quarters of this crop was for sale in overseas markets, worth some $5 billion in 
export earnings. FIGURE 8 shows Australia’s top ten wheat export partners, with 
production quantities and earnings averaged over the four-year period up to 2017.

is boosted with over 200 commercial vessels operating in the industry. Social interconnections also exist through 
recreational fishing with over 60 000 recreational licences issued in 2017.

Unfortunately, the interconnections that make the western rock lobster industry successful also make it 
vulnerable to global crises. The Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in 2020 had a devastating impact on the 
industry due to the sharp decline in exports to China (see FIGURE 6).

FIGURE 6  Fisheries and Aquaculture outlook, 2020

barter    to trade goods in return for 
other goods or services rather than 
money

developing countries    nations with 
a low living standard, undeveloped 
industrial base and low human 
development index relative to other 
countries
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  FIGURE 7    World trade fl ows — exports of agricultural products by region, US$ billion  
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  FIGURE 8    Top ten Australian wheat export destinations  
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Australia’s diverse food trade
In addition to wheat, Australia conducts more than $5 billion worth of trade annually through a range of other 
agriculture, forestry and fisheries exports. TABLE 1 provides information about Australia’s top 20 exports in this 
category and their respective export values for the 2018–19 financial year.

TABLE 1  Australia’s top 20 agriculture, forestry and fisheries exports, 2018–19

Rank Commodity $ million % share

1 Beef 9476 17.9

2 Meat (excl. beef) 5152 9.7

3 Wool and other animal hair 3815 7.2

4 Wheat 3657 6.9

5 Wine 2950 5.6

6 Edible products and preparations 2943 5.6

7 Cotton 2558 4.8

8 Fruit and nuts 2422 4.6

9 Live animals (excl. seafood) 1956 3.7

10 Sugars, molasses and honey 1614 3.0

11 Wood (in chips or particles) 1597 3.0

12 Barley 1382 2.6

13 Animal feed 1377 2.6

14 Milk, cream, whey and yoghurt 1371 2.6

15 Vegetables 1194 2.3

16 Crustaceans 1022 1.9

17 Oil seeds and oleaginous fruits 997 1.9

18 Cheese and curd 989 1.9

19 Cereal preparations 929 1.8

20 Hides and skins, raw (excl. furskins) 659 1.8

Total agriculture, forestry and fisheries exports 52 987

DISCUSS

Would Australia be failing to respect and tolerate other countries’ cultural practices if we were to ban the live 
export of animals?  General capability: Intercultural understanding

Resources

Weblink Trade
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15.6 ACTIVITIES

 1. Use the Trade weblink in the Resources tab to investigate Australia’s top five trade partnerships. Prepare a 
mind map to show the different goods and services traded with these countries.
 HASS skills: Communicating and reflecting  
 Geography concepts: Place, Scale 

 2. Investigate the issue of live animal exports from Australia. What are the concerns of those who seek to have 
live exports stopped? How might a ban on live animal exports from Australia affect farmers? Write two letters 
to the editor outlining the views of:

 a. someone who supports live animal exports
 b. someone who wants to see them banned. 

 HASS skills: Questioning and researching, Evaluating 
  Geography concept: Interconnection  
 General capability: Critical and creative thinking

15.6 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. What reasons can you suggest as to why goods and services are traded?
 2. Name the four levels of industry and give an example of a good as it moves through the production process.
 3. What reasons can you suggest for component parts of the Airbus A380 having to come from different places 

(countries)?
 4. Explain what is meant by the term value adding, as a product moves through the four levels of industry. 

Choose a product such as wheat or timber to explain this process.
 5. What are some of the impacts of a high level of consumption?
 6. Refer to FIGURE 7. Rank the regions of the world in decreasing order by volume of food trade.

Country Rank

Asia and Oceania

Europe

Central and South America

Africa

Middle East

North America

Commonwealth of Independent States

 7. a.   Refer to FIGURE 7. What is the value of food trade from Oceania to Europe?
 A. US$21 billion
 B. US$22 billion
 C. US$24 billion
 D. US$52 billion
 E. US$60 billion

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8

LEVEL 2
Questions 
4, 9, 10, 11

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 12, 13, 14, 15
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15.7  Australia’s global trade

15.7.1 The coordination of trade
Australia is one of the 164 members of the World Trade Organization (WTO), which covers 95 per cent 
of global trade. The organisation promotes free and fair trade between countries and, since 2001, its Doha 
Development Agenda has aimed to help the world’s poor by slashing trade barriers such as tariffs, quotas and 
farm subsidies.

The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) coordinates trade agreements on behalf of the Australian 
government, and the Australian Trade Commission (Austrade) promotes the export of goods and services. In 
2017–18, $587 billion or 73.5 per cent of Australia’s total trade was with the member countries of the Asia-
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum.

15.7.2 Australia’s trading partners
China, Japan and the United States were Australia’s top three two-way trading 
partners in 2018–19, accounting for nearly 45 per cent of total trade. FIGURE 1 shows 
the value of imports and exports traded between Australia and its top ten trading 

b. The value of food trade from Europe to Asia and Oceania is:
A. 60 billion
B. 251 billion
C. 112 billion
D. 22 billion

c. Is there a balance in this food trade based on your calculations in parts (a) and (b)?

Apply your understanding

8. Suggest why the United States is one of the largest consumers of goods and services in the world.
9. It has been claimed that countries such as China and India, with growing middle classes that are now

eager for goods and services, will put a strain on world resources. How might a growing demand for energy
sources in these countries affect the environment?

 10. How might a change, such as growth in Australia’s population from 25 million to 40 million, affect Australia’s
trade?

 11. In 2016–17, Hong Kong, which is a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of China, was ranked eleventh in
household final consumption per person, while the wider country of China was ranked eighty-fifth. Why
might this be the case?

 12. What reasons can you give for people being able to survive on less than $300 per person per year in
countries such as Niger and the Democratic Republic of the Congo?

 13. Refer to FIGURE 8.
a. Explain why Australia can export such a large quantity of wheat to the world.
b. What reasons can you suggest for why a country such as Russia might not export wheat to Indonesia and

Malaysia?
 14. If the United States is a major trade partner of Australia, why do we not export wheat to them?
 15. Suggest ways in which Australia might overcome the problem of drought, which has significant impacts on

wheat production tonnage.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to comment on and provide examples of Australia’s global 
interconnections through export and import trade.

trading partner    a participant, 
organisation or government body 
in a continuing trade relationship

trade barrier    government-
imposed restriction (in the form of 
tariffs, quotas and subsidies) on 
the free international exchange of 
goods or services
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partners. TABLE 1 shows the total two-way trade value (imports and exports added together) of all goods and 
services traded with these ten countries.

Germany

Singapore

United 
Kingdom

India

Republic of
Korea

United States

Japan

Australia’s trading with
the world, 2017–18

China
Imports

Exports
71 346
123 274

26 267
51 328

Thailand
18 078
6610

7971
21 145

18 185
4170

New
Zealand
13 905
14 370

28 674
23 628

48 752
21 424

16 036
11 757

14 610
13 164

FIGURE 1  Australia’s top ten two-way trading partners 2017–18, value of imports and exports (A$ million)

TABLE 1  Australia’s top 10 two-way trading partners, 2017–18, total two-way trade value (A$ million)

Rank Goods Services Total % share

Total two-way trade 617 565 181 076 798 641

1 China 174 451 20 169 194 620 24.4

2 Japan 71 348 6247 77 595 9.7

3 United States 44 018 26 159 70 177 8.8

4 Republic of Korea 49 300 3003 52 303 6.5

5 India 21 868 7248 29 116 3.6

6 New Zealand 17 282 10 993 28 275 3.5

7 United Kingdom 13 772 14 021 27 793 3.5

8 Singapore 17 308 10 465 27 773 3.5

9 Thailand 20 355 4333 24 688 3.1

10 Germany 17 230 5125 22 355 2.8
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15.7.3 Australia’s types of trade

Exports
Australia’s export trade in 2017–18 was valued at $403 billion, and was dominated by the mineral products of 
iron ore and coal. Education-related and personal travel were Australia’s leading services exports. See FIGURE 2 
for details of leading exports.

International students
A more recent high-level earner for Australia (ranked as our third-highest export in 2018), is the category of 
‘education-related travel services’, which for 2017–18 was valued at over $32 billion. In effect, education is a 
service export, in that students are paying for knowledge that they will take back to their home country.

Numbers of international students have grown significantly in recent years. In 2014, Australia hosted  
450 000 international students; by 2018, there were 693 750 students from more than 200 countries studying in 
Australia (see FIGURE 3), making education a very important factor in our economy.
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Imports
Like many countries, Australia is not self-sufficient in all goods and services. In 2017–18 Australia imported 
goods and services valued at over $395 billion. FIGURE 4 shows the top ten commodities of this trade.

FIGURE 5  Oil and petroleum products make up a significant part of Australia’s import trade.
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  15.7.4  Impacts of globalisation 
 Today, you might purchase a jacket online that was designed in Milan, but it is woven from New Zealand wool 
and stitched together in China. The globalised economy that has resulted from technological developments 
since the 1990s has brought global marketing, encouraging consumers everywhere to buy goods without 
considering where they come from. Online shopping has revolutionised the business world by making just 
about anything imaginable available at the simple tap of a fi nger or click of a mouse.  

 The Australian clothing manufacturing industry has produced some very 
recognisable brand names and distinctive products. Today, the industry 
faces tough international competition, especially from producers in 
developing countries who can afford to mass-produce clothing far more 
cheaply than Australian companies can. As a result, Australian clothing 
manufacturers tend to focus on high-end, high-quality products rather than 
attempting to compete with lower-cost producers. 

 It is not just the clothing industry that has felt the impact of an increasingly 
globalised economy. Many multinational companies have ‘  offshored  ’ 
various production and service divisions to developing countries, such 
as India, China, Malaysia and the Philippines, due to these countries’ 
lower labour costs. A range of other economically appealing factors, such 
as a lack of labour unions and incentives offered by those governments 
including tax breaks and low import duties, have also fueled this trend. 

 Foreign companies in China 
 As an example of the growth in global business operations, in 1979, there were 100 foreign-owned enterprises 
in China. In 1998, there were 280 000, and by the end of 2015, there were more than 835 000 companies with 
foreign direct investment registered in mainland China. Since 2007, foreign companies have employed more 
than 25 million people in China. These companies include Coca-Cola, Pepsi, Nike, Citibank, General Motors, 
Philips, Ikea, Microsoft and Samsung. China’s economy is growing rapidly; the country is destined to remain 
an engine for global growth for some years to come.  

  15.7.5  Sweatshops — a negative side of global trade 
 If you buy well-known global brands, then you may be wearing clothing or footwear that was made in a 
sweatshop. 

 A sweatshop is any working environment in which the workers experience long hours, low wages and poor 
working conditions. Typically, they are workshops that manufacture goods such as clothing. Sweatshops are 
common in developing countries, where labour laws are less strict or are not enforced at all. Workers often use 
dangerous machinery in cramped conditions and can even be exposed to toxic substances. In the worst cases, 
child labour may be used. Sweatshop workers’ wages are generally insuffi cient to sustain reasonable living 
conditions; many workers live in poverty. Most are young women aged 17 to 24. 

 In our globalised world, the question of ethical trade is increasingly important. 
Socially responsible companies are taking steps to ensure that profi ts gained from 
offshoring production and services to less developed countries do not come at the 
expense of the wellbeing of the people within those countries.    

  FIGURE 6    This symbol 
signifi es that a product 
has been manufactured in 
Australia by an Australian-
owned company.  

    Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions. 
     •  Investigate additional topics > Australia’s links with the world >  Aid, migration and trade

Explore more with

offshore    to relocate part of a 
company’s processes or services 
overseas in order to decrease 
costs
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FIGURE 8  A sweatshop in Bangladesh
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15.7 ACTIVITY

If clothing carries the Ethical Clothing Australia (ECA) label, it means the garment was manufactured in Australia 
and the manufacturer has ensured that all people involved in its production received the legally stated wage rates 
and conditions — known in Australia as award wages and conditions. Research which Australian-made garments 
you can purchase to support fair working conditions.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching  
  Geography concepts: Interconnection, Sustainability 

15.7 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. What is the interconnection between the World Trade Organization and Australia’s trade?
 A. Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade governs the WTO.
 B. Australia is one of the member states of the WTO.
 C. Australia is one of the few countries whose trade is not connected with the WTO.
 D. The WTO governs Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
 2. What are Australia’s three most important exports?
 A. Gold
 B. Passenger motor vehicles
 C. Natural gas
 D. Iron ores and concentrates
 E. Wheat
 F. Refined petroleum
 G. Coal
 H. Education-related travel services
 I. Beef
 3. What are Australia’s three most important imports?
 A. Iron ores and concentrates
 B. Computers
 C. Beef
 D. Education-related travel services
 E. Personal travel services
 F. Refined petroleum
 G. Crude petroleum
 H. Passenger motor vehicles
 I. Coal
 4. Refer to FIGURE 1 and TABLE 1. Complete the following sentences:

In 2017–18, _____________ of Australia’s top 10 two-way trading partners were Asian countries, comprising 
_____________ of total two-way trade. Of these countries, _____________ was by far the most important 
trade partner, accounting for more than _____________ in trade value.

 5. What reasons can you suggest for Australia’s significant two-way trade with Asian nations?
 6. Identify three reasons why many multinational companies have ‘offshored’ various production and service 

divisions.
 7. What are sweatshops?

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11

LEVEL 2
Questions 
5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 20

LEVEL 3
Questions 
7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21
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 8. What change do you think online shopping will make to the Australian retail industry?
 9. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of ordering a T-shirt online rather than buying it in a 

department store.

Apply your understanding

 10. Despite having a relatively small population, Australia has many goods and services to trade. Explain why 
this might be so.

 11. How might a change in the growth of Australia’s population affect the country’s agricultural exports?
 A. Agricultural exports would increase.
 B. Agricultural exports would decrease.
 C. There would be no change in our agricultural exports.
 D. Change would only occur in some sectors.
 12. Consider Australia’s exports (see FIGURE 2).
 a. What evidence is there in this subtopic to confirm the fact that Australia is regarded as mostly a primary 

industry exporter?
 b. Are there any figures for export trade that contradict this statement?
 13. Look at the goods that Australia imports (see FIGURE 4). What factors could lead to a change in the types of 

goods imported by the year 2050?
 14. Why do you think Australia has become such an important exporter of education services?
 15. Look at FIGURE 7. Suggest reasons why so many offshore manufacturing companies are located in the  

Asia-Pacific region.
 16. What impact does moving production offshore have on the Australian economy and people?
 17. Are sweatshops ethical or sustainable? Explain your answer.
 18. Online ordering of goods is a feature of the internet age. List the advantages and disadvantages of online 

ordering for workers in the Australian retail industry.
 19. Australia has made stronger regional trade interconnections with its neighbours by lowering its tariffs on 

imported textiles, clothing and footwear. Suggest two benefits and two disadvantages of this approach for 
Australian trade and the economy.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.
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15.8  Levelling the playing field

15.8.1 Problems of trade
The benefits of international trade are 
not evenly shared around the world, and 
trade often favours developed countries 
rather than developing countries. It is 
the role of governments, organisations 
and agencies to regulate this trade so 
that the economic benefits are more 
evenly distributed.

Developed countries, like Australia, 
also implement measures such as aid 
programs that help to support economic 
development in the areas of need.

Australians benefit economically, 
culturally and politically from 
international trade, but social justice 
problems can arise through this trade. 
For example, if we import ‘blood 
diamonds’ from Africa, clothing 
manufactured in sweatshops in Bangladesh, or carpets from Nepal produced by child labour, we are supporting 
unethical industries.

In addition, some countries can make it difficult for other countries to compete fairly, on a ‘level playing field’. 
They do this by:

 • imposing tariffs — taxes on imports
 • imposing quotas — limits on the quantity of a good that can be imported
 • providing subsidies — cash or tax benefits for local farmers or manufacturers.

15.8.2 Fair trade
The fair trade movement aims to improve the lives of small producers in developing nations by paying a fair 
price to artisans (craftspeople) and farmers who export goods such as handicrafts, coffee, cocoa, sugar, tea, 
bananas, cotton, wine and fruit. The movement operates through various national and 
international organisations such as the World Fair Trade Organization and Fairtrade 
International.

The fair trade labelling system is operated by Fairtrade International, of which 
Australia is a participating member. This system works to ensure that income from 
the sale of products goes back directly to the farmers, artisans and their communities 
(see FIGURE 3).

FIGURE 1  Fair trade organisations promote fair labour practices 
such as preventing and eliminating child labour.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to identify the uneven benefits of international trade and comment on 
how fair trade and aid programs help to balance this.

social justice    a principle applied 
so that a society is based on 
equality, the appreciation of the 
value of human rights and the 
recognition of the dignity of every 
human being
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  FIGURE 3    Fairtrade in the world, 2017  

  FIGURE 2    Goods produced by workers for the World Fair Trade Organization mission  
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In 2017–18, Australia and New Zealand had a combined retail sales total of A$333 million in Fairtrade-
certified products, with three in five New Zealanders and two in five Australians purchasing Fairtrade offerings. 
This included 3 million kilograms of coffee, 10.1 million kilograms of chocolate and 354 000 kilograms of 
Fairtrade tea. On a global scale, Fairtrade’s 1.6 million farmers and their families have benefited from Fairtrade 
premium-funded infrastructure and community development projects with a value of A$262 million.

15.8.3 Non-government organisations and fair trade
Non-government organisations (NGOs) such as Oxfam and World Vision also support fair trade, and oppose 
socially unjust trade agreements. They oppose attempts by developed countries to:

 • block agricultural imports from developing countries
 • subsidise their own farmers while demanding that poorer developing countries keep their agricultural 

markets open.

15.8.4 Global connections through Australian Aid
Overseas aid is the transfer of money, food and services from developed countries such as Australia to less-
developed countries in order to help people overcome poverty, resolve humanitarian issues and generally help 
with their development. Over one billion people in the world live in poverty and do not have easy access to 
education and health care. When disasters strike, they lack the resources to get back on their feet. Poverty 
needs to be addressed by the international community because it can:

 • breed instability and extremism
 • cause people to flee violence and hardship, thus swelling the number of refugees.

Australia takes the stance that helping people who are less fortunate is a vital way of 
supporting humanitarian principles and social justice. Apart from showing we care, 
it is in the interests of our national security as it may also help promote stability 
and prosperity in the region. In addition, it improves our status throughout the world 
and creates political and economic interconnections with our Asia-Pacific neighbours. 
Australia’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) program is known as Australian 
Aid.

15.8.5 The Australian Aid program
The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) manages the Australian 
government’s multi-billion-dollar overseas aid program. To ensure that funds reach 
those in need, Australian Aid works with Australian businesses, non-government 
organisations such as CARE Australia, and international agencies such as the 
United Nations (UN) and the World Bank. In 2018–19, Australia’s ODA budget was 
$4.2 billion, with the majority of this being earmarked for the Indo-Pacific region, of 
which Australia is a part (see FIGURE 4).

DISCUSS

In small groups, consider the following questions:

 • Why is there a need for organisations such as Fairtrade International?
 • Should stores be allowed to sell items that are not sourced from Fairtrade producers? 

 General capability: Ethical understanding

non-government organisation    
(NGO) a group or business that 
is organised to serve a particular 
social purpose at local, national or 
international level, and operates 
independently of government

extremism    extreme political or 
religious views or extreme actions 
taken on the basis of those views

humanitarian principles    the 
principles governing our response 
to those in need, with the main 
aim being to save lives and 
alleviate suffering

national security    the protection 
of a nation’s citizens, natural 
resources, economy, money, 
environment, military, government 
and energy
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  DISCUSS 

  Australia should help its less developed neighbours, not just because it benefi ts Australia but because it is the 
right thing to do. Discuss this statement as a class, considering the types of help we should provide and potential 
limits (if any) that should apply.    General capability: Ethical understanding 
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Source: Data from © Commonwealth of Australia, DFAT, Australian Aid Budget Summary 2018–19. Map drawn by Spatial Vision.

$258.5m
The Middle East

  FIGURE 4    Australia’s aid 2018–19, by region  

 There are various investment priorities within Australia’s ODA budget (see  FIGURE  5  ). Within these priorities, 
many programs that target specifi c areas of need or interest are covered. These include: 

     •  aid to governments for post-confl ict reconstruction, as in Afghanistan
     •  distribution of food through the United Nations World Food Programme
     •  contributions to United Nations projects on refugees and climate change
     •  disaster and confl ict relief in the form of food, medicine and shelter
     •  programs by non-government organisations to reduce child labour in developing countries
     •  funding for education programs
     •  funding for programs to promote gender equality and improve women’s economic and social participation
     •  support for Australian volunteers working overseas.      
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FIGURE 6  The Human Development Index, 2017

The Australian Aid program supports the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In addition, 
countries with a low Human Development Index (HDI) score are the target for development assistance. The 
HDI ranks countries according to life expectancy, education and per capita income. The highest possible score 
for a country is 1.0; countries with low HDI ranking score below 0.55 (see FIGURE 6). Australian ODA aims 
to improve the lives of people in such countries through programs and initiatives that seek to build social and 
economic resilience.
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water 10%
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FIGURE 5  Distribution of Australia’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) budget by investment priority, 
2018–19
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15.8 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. What are the main principles of fair trade?
 2. Explain the role of NGOs such as Oxfam in relation to trade.
 3. Why can trade be unfavourable to poorer countries?
 4. a. Which regions of the world receive most of Australia’s aid funding?

 A. Pacific; South and West Asia
 B. South-East and East Asia; South and West Asia
 C. Pacific; South-East and East Asia
 D. Pacific; Humanitarian and other ODA not attributed to particular regions

 b. Why do you think this is so?
 5. Which of the following is not one of the different focus areas across which Australia’s ODA budget is 

distributed?
 A. General development support
 B. Health
 C. Education
 D. Law enforcement
 E. Infrastructure and trade
 6. Which statement best describes the global distribution of low-HDI countries?
 A. Predominantly above the Tropic of Cancer
 B. Predominantly in Europe and North and South America
 C. Predominantly in Africa and South Asia
 D. Predominantly in South-East Asia

Apply your understanding

 7. Describe the distribution of Fairtrade producer countries.
 8. In which parts of the world are National Fairtrade Organisation countries found?
 9. How could awareness of the work of Fairtrade be increased?
 10. Explain how consumers in developed countries may unwittingly support unethical enterprises.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 4, 5, 6, 12, 14

LEVEL 2
Questions 
2, 7, 8, 9

LEVEL 3
Questions 
3, 10, 11, 13

15.8 ACTIVITY

 1. Undertake internet research to find out how the Sustainable Development Goals guide the Australian Aid 
program.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching  
 Geography concept: Sustainability 

 2. Visit your local supermarket and find as many products as you can that carry the Fairtrade symbol. Take 
pictures of these products and create an annotated world map to show each of the products and where it is 
produced.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching  
 Geography concept: Sustainability

 3. Conduct internet research to find out what Oxfam does to promote fair trade. What types of goods does 
Oxfam sell in Australia?  HASS skills: Questioning and researching  
 Geography concept: Sustainability
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15.9  Information and communications technology

15.9.1 Changing communications technology
The information and communications technology (ICT) sector is a rapidly evolving aspect of our lives. Change 
is ongoing, with new technologies constantly emerging. At the same time, some technologies have been 
superseded. FIGURE 1 shows the surge in use of mobile phones and in particular the active (used within last  
30 days) use of mobile broadband, compared to the decline of the fixed telephone line.

The World Wide Web was developed as a way of accessing and spreading information. It was once simply a 
means of collaboration and exchanging ideas online. Today it is an enabler that makes our lives connected to 
almost everything through the internet.

The first mobile phones in the 1980s were used solely for conversation. Today mobile phones have evolved 
with a global demand for smartphones — technology that can map travel routes, take photos and videos, act as 
a diary or notebook, do shopping and banking, participate in gaming, record music, print documents wirelessly, 
allow face-to-face talking, share documents via the cloud and much, much more. Applications (apps) are being 
developed at a high rate for the interpretation and use of everything from human health matters, to bird calls, to 
alerts for disaster management, and so on. Virtual reality is taking us places we have never been.

Although there are more than 750 million adults in the world who lack basic literacy 
skills, youth culture worldwide has adopted ICT as a mainstream part of life. It 
has become a fundamental element in the way many of us connect to services and 
information, and to people in other places. Today, globally, there are more people 
using the internet on their mobile phones than those using the internet from a stand-
alone computer (see FIGURE 2).

 11. In theory, every country, rich or poor, should have the opportunity to benefit from international trade. 
However, the reality is very different. Write a page discussing this statement.

 12. If Australian Aid were to stop, what two changes do you think this would have on Australia’s reputation in 
the international community?

 13. Which elements of the Australian Aid program do you think will have the greatest impact on the lives of 
people in the Pacific region? Give reasons for your selection.

 14. Provide three reasons to explain why Australian Aid programs are worthwhile in terms of Australia’s 
interconnections with its neighbours.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to:
 • explain the different ways we communicate and interconnect
 • describe and give examples of how reliant we are on information and communication technologies (ICT)
 • analyse the impact of fast-paced technological change.

World Wide Web    the global 
resources and information 
exchange available to internet 
users through the use of the 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP)
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  FIGURE 1    The change in our use of technology  

Note:  *Estimate 
Source:  ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database 

  FIGURE 2    Global users of digital communications, 2020  

Source:   Hootsuite & We Are Social (2020), “Digital 2020 Global Digital Overview,” retrieved from  https://wearesocial.com/
digital-2020      
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15.9.2 Global internet connections
Internet connectivity, whether via a computer or a mobile phone, is available 
across the world, but its distribution is not even across regions or within 
countries. From TABLE 1 it is clear that the regions with a very high level of 
human development, for example Europe and North America, also have a 
high level of internet users. The countries of Middle and Eastern Africa with 
a lower level of human development have fewer people using the internet. 
Just like internet access, the distribution of mobile phones across the world 
is not even. TABLE 1 shows the digital divide between countries and regions, 
with the top ten countries and the bottom ten countries measured per head of 
population using the internet.

In countries with a very high level of human development there has been a shift to smartphones. In the 
countries with a lower level of human development the adoption of the latest technology is not as evident. 
FIGURE 4 shows the adoption of mobile phones and smartphones in a few selected countries.

TABLE 1  Countries with the highest and lowest population proportion using the internet, 2020

Rank Country Proportion of population Number of users

Top ten

1 Qatar 99% 2 828 000

2 United Arab Emirates 99% 9 732 158

3 Kuwait 98% 4 196 432

4 Iceland 99%   336 742

5 Bahrain 98% 1 499 193

6 Bermuda 98%   61 374

7 Denmark 98% 5 666 399

8 Norway 98%   5 292 049

9 Aruba 97%   103 523

10 Luxembourg 97% 602 848

Bottom ten

213 North Korea 0.06%    16 000

212 Eritrea 1%    71 000

211 Niger 4%   946 440

210 Western Sahara 5%    28 000

209 Chad 5%   756 329

208 Central African 
Republic

5%   246 432

207 Burundi 6%   617 116

206 Democratic Republic of 
the Congo

6% 5 133 940

205 Guinea-Bissau 6%   120 000

204 Madagascar 7% 1 900 000

Source: Hootsuite & We Are Social (2020), “Digital 2020 Global Digital Overview,” retrieved from https://
wearesocial.com/digital-2020 

connectivity    the ability to access the 
internet

human development    measures such as 
life expectancy, education and economic 
wellbeing that provide an overall indication 
of a place's level of development and the 
standard of living of its inhabitants

digital divide    a type of inequality between 
groups in their access to and knowledge of 
information and communication technology
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FIGURE 3  The distribution of mobile subscriptions per 100 people, 2017
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FIGURE 4  The adoption of mobile phones by adults in selected countries, 2018
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15.9 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. What was the initial purpose of the World Wide Web (www)?
 2. What does it mean to say the www is an ‘enabler’?
 3. List how the uses of mobile phones are different to when they were introduced in the 1980s.
 4. FIGURE 2 shows the global users of ICT. Describe the role of mobile phones in our lives.
 5. Is everyone across the world connected to the internet? Justify your response with data.
 6. In which regions of the world is the lowest number of people using the internet?
 7. In which parts of the world has the adoption of smartphones been greatest?

Apply your understanding

 8. Using FIGURE 1, describe the change over time from 2001 to 2018 of the technologies shown.
 9. Suggest the innovations in ICT that have changed people’s use of the internet.
 10. Smartphones have taken communications to a ‘new level’. What might smartphones or the next generation 

of phones be able to do in the future?
 11. Suggest why it is youth culture that has adopted technology so readily into their lives.
 12. Will computers become extinct for communications in the future? Explain your view.
 13. Using statistics from FIGURE 4 to support your answer, describe the level of mobile phone use in:
 a. India
 b. Kenya
 c. Australia.
 14. Mobile phone use differs between the developed world and the less developed world. Use data from  

FIGURE 4 to support this statement.
 15. Choose one European country, one African country and one Asian country included in FIGURE 4 and 

hypothesise the changes to mobile phone adoption that might occur in those countries by 2030.
 16. Suggest three reasons for the uneven distribution of mobile phones across the world.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

15.9 ACTIVITIES

 1. Refer to FIGURE 1.
 a. On a blank map of the world, shade the different regions according to the data shown. Develop a key for ‘very 

high’, ‘high’, ‘medium’, ‘low’ and ‘very low’ users of the internet.
 b. Compare your map with those of others in your class. Is your map the same as someone else’s? Why or why 

not?
 c. Describe the pattern of users shown on your map.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching 

 Geography concept: Scale
 2. Using a world map, find the countries listed in TABLE 1.
 a. In which parts of the world is the highest proportion of internet use found? Suggest a reason for this 

occurrence.
 b. In which parts of the world is the lowest proportion of internet use found? Suggest reasons for this 

occurrence.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 3, 4, 8, 10

LEVEL 2
Questions 
2, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 12, 14, 15, 16
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15.10  Comparing the digital divide around the world

15.10.1 Australia’s digital divide
Australia is a highly developed country in which we consider access (immediate connection, advanced 
equipment, and high data allowances) to the internet a necessity. Australians also expect the technology to be 
affordable as a proportion of their income. Our ability to adapt to the rapidly changing environment and our 
high skill levels are such that Australians make good use of their connectivity. However, not everyone across 
the country has equal access to the internet — there is a ‘digital divide’, whereby some areas experience 
greater levels of digital inclusion than others.

The Australian Digital Inclusion Index (ADII) takes into consideration the three key components of ICT 
quality — access, affordability and digital ability. FIGURE 1 shows the Australian average at a medium level 
(rating 56.5 from a possible 100). Most of the states are around that average, although people across South 
Australia and Tasmania appear to be less well connected. The divide is further evident between the capital 
cities and the rural areas. According to the 2017 ADII report, Australia’s least digitally included regions are: 
Burnie and western Tasmania (44.1), north-west Queensland (45.9), north Victoria (46.5), east Victoria (47.0), 
Launceston and north-east Tasmania (47.7), and north-west Victoria (48.2).
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FIGURE 1  Australian Digital Inclusion Index by state, 2017

*Sample size <100; exercise caution in interpretation.
Source: Roy Morgan Research, April 2016–March 2017

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to explain what a digital divide is, and comment on the use of 
technology in India.
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15.10.2 Some Australians are less well connected
In addition to disparities in connectedness based on geographical location, there are also particular groups 
within Australian society that are more digitally disadvantaged. FIGURE 2 shows that people with lower 
incomes, those with no income, those older than 50 years and especially those over 65, the disabled and the 
Indigenous (remote communities were not included in the ADII) have a digital inclusion index lower than the 
Australian average.

15.10.3 The digital divide in India
India is a medium-level-development country with varying levels of prosperity among its people. In 2017, 
Indian gross national product (GNP) was relatively low, at US$6353 per person, and 21.2 per cent of the 
population earned less than US$1.90 per day. However, mobile phone subscriptions are high (85.2 per cent in 
2017, with an increase of 39.4 per cent between 2010 and 2016), providing greater connection within India 
and to the world. Conversely, internet users comprise a much smaller percentage of the population (only 
29.5 per cent in 2017). Despite this, ICT is a boom industry in places like Bengaluru and Hyderabad, where 
many international companies have set up their service industries providing the world with call centres, and 
conducting research and development within the ICT sector.

15.10.4 ICT in India
Among Asian countries, India is a leader in internet affordability and is ranked third in its readiness for the 
internet, but poor mobile speed and uneven availability mean that a digital divide does exist within the country. 
FIGURE 3 shows the uneven average download speeds across India. The ICT hubs are within the highest-
rated areas, although this rate of connection is lower than can be expected in Melbourne, where the average 
download speed is over 40 Mbps.
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FIGURE 2  Australian digital inclusion by demography, 2017

Source: Roy Morgan Research, April 2016–March 2017
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15.10.5 Bengaluru — a dynamic city
Bengaluru began its role in the ICT world back in the 1980s when two Indian tech companies — Infosys and 
Wipro — moved their head offices there. Other tech companies followed, growing their businesses around the 
two firms. This included foreign companies looking to cut costs by employing cheap local ICT developers. The 
ICT outsourcing model had begun.

Bengaluru is now a modern city. These new jobs raised living standards and attracted educated Indians from 
across the country, as well as expatriates from across the world. Academic institutions set up alongside the 
innovative ICT businesses. Indians working elsewhere in the world are bringing their knowledge and skills 
home. More and more international companies are outsourcing to India because labour costs are lower and 
skill shortages occur across the world. India also has a large and able English-speaking workforce (there are 
more than 80 million English-speakers in India). In 2019, Australia’s Telstra launched its Telstra Innovation 
and Capability Centre in Bengaluru to overcome the skill shortage in Australia. Bengaluru has grown into a 
major international hub for ICT companies. Since 2018, Bengaluru and Hyderabad (part of India’s Silicon 
Valley) have shared top billing as the world’s most dynamic cities, according to a ranking devised by the 
investment management firm Jones Lang LaSalle.
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FIGURE 3   Broadband speeds across India, 2018
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FIGURE 4  Modern Bengaluru
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15.10 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. Define the term digital divide in your own words.
 2. Outline the components that make up the Australian Digital Inclusion Index (ADII).
 3. Which regions of Australia are the least digitally included?
 4. Which state or territory has the highest level of digital inclusion?
 5. Which groups within Australian society are more digitally disadvantaged?
 6. What percentage of the Indian population earns less than US$1.90 per day?
 A. 21.2%
 B. 29.5%
 C. 39.4%
 D. 85.2%
 7. Outline how rapid the uptake of mobile phones in India was between 2010 and 2016.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 13

LEVEL 2
Questions 
 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12

LEVEL 3
Questions 
10, 14, 15, 16, 17

FIGURE 6  Modern city Hyderabad is part of India’s Silicon Valley. 

15.10 ACTIVITIES

 1. If you were moving to Australia and choosing in which state to live based on digital inclusion, where would 
you go? Use data from FIGURE 1 on access, affordability and digital ability to justify your choice. 
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching  
 Geography concepts: Place

 2. The digital divide in Australia occurs across different sectors of our society. Use FIGURE 2 to assess the 
following.

 a. Which sector of Australia’s population is furthest from the average Australian inclusion index?
 b. Which is more of a hindrance to achieving digital connection: lack of employment or lower level of education?
 c. For the disabled and Indigenous groups, how accessible, affordable and digitally skilled is their digital 

connection? HASS skills: Analysing
 Geography concept: Place

 3. Which of the ADII components — access, affordability or digital skill — creates the greatest divide across 
Australia for the greatest proportion of the population? Explain. HASS skills: Analysing
  Geography concept: Place
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 8. Identify the Indian cities in which the IT industry is developing rapidly.
 9. In what aspects of the IT industry is India particularly well regarded?
 10. How significant is the ability of the Indian population to speak English? Explain the reasons for your answer.

Apply your understanding

 11. Is there a digital divide between Australia’s capital cities and its rural regions? Support your answer with 
evidence from FIGURE 1 across all three components of the ADII.

 12. With reference to FIGURE 1, describe how close each of Australia’s states and territories is to the average 
ADII.

 13. Look at FIGURE 3. Describe the broadband speeds across India.
 14. Suggest what impact India’s broadband speeds would have on the establishment of technological 

companies across the country.
 15. In what ways does the ICT sector help the economic development of India within the country?
 16. In what ways does the ICT sector help the economic development of India with its connections to the 

world?
 17. List the advantages of Bengaluru and India to the world as a major ICT hub.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.
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  15.11   The impact of ICT production  

  15.11.1  Production and consumption 
 China is one of the largest producers and consumers of electronics. With the short lifespan of some products 
— the Chinese buy a new mobile phone on average every 18 months — and with advances in technology, there 
is a growing amount of e-waste, produced both within China and by overseas countries ( FIGURE  1  ). Globally 
44.7 million metric tonnes of e-waste were produced in 2016; it is expected this fi gure will reach 63.7 million 
metric tonnes by 2025. For a long time, places like China, India and Ghana have accepted and processed the 
world’s e-waste to enhance their economic development.  

  15.11.2  The impact of e-waste on people in China 
 Growth in China’s national economy has seen a change in the sale of ICT appliances as its society develops 
a growing middle class. China generates the highest quantity of e-waste in Asia and in the world — some 7.2 
million metric tonnes in 2016 alone.  FIGURES  2   and   3  (a)  and  (b)  show the changes in ICT device ownership and 
disposal of devices in China over a 30-year period of signifi cant change in China and ICT development around 
the world.  

 In the domestic market, informal collectors travel door-to-door collecting no-longer-used technological 
appliances for cash. It is estimated that this mode of collection recovers most e-waste (86 per cent in 2015). 
Formal collectors are tax-paying businesses or waste stations that buy back old appliances. But the Chinese 
consumers prefer the informal collectors who offer a higher price and a more convenient service.  

  LEARNING INTENTION 

  By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to: 
     •  describe the growing level of e-waste that comes with our growing use of ICT 
     •  discuss the signifi cant challenges this presents in terms of sustainable disposal and recycling methods that 

do not pose risks to the health of people and the planet.   
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  FIGURE 1    Countries generating the most electronic waste, 2016  

Source:  The Global E-waste Monitor 2017, © Statista 
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FIGURE 2  The change in number and types of ICT devices owned in China over a 30-year period

Source: China Household Electric Appliance Research Institute (CHEARI), White Paper on WEEE Recycling Industry in China 2015
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Source: CHEARI, White Paper on WEEE Recycling Industry in China, 2015
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 The informal collectors’ method of handling the e-waste is a major concern for their wellbeing. In backyards 
and laneways families sift through the e-waste, exposing themselves to many toxic components.  FIGURE  4 

shows the various human body systems and the e-waste components that can affect them. Major exposure to 
the toxic elements occurs when the e-waste component parts are melted down over open fi res to extract gold, 
copper and silver ( FIGURE  5  ). Recent studies have shown that exposure to such toxic components reduces 
intelligence and has a negative impact on the development of the central nervous system of children.  

 For many years Guiyu, in Guangdong province, China, was known as the centre for reclaiming e-waste. The 
livelihood of its residents depended on this business. The air was polluted by an acidic smell, waste water as a 
by-product fl owed into waterways, and soils were contaminated. Local agricultural produce was contaminated 
by the toxic water used for irrigation. Vegetables further absorbed toxins through their leaf systems, and people 
ate these vegetables. 

 Today Guiyu has a number of modern formal recycling plants. The informal collectors have been forced into 
operating in and through these plants. However, it has not been easy to change people’s ways, so regulation 
and law enforcement have not always been adequate to bring about change.   
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  FIGURE 4    Health impacts of e-waste on waste workers and people who live near landfi lls or 
incinerators  
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15.11.4 The future for e-waste
Since 2014, legislation regarding the management of e-waste has been developed and, to varying degrees, 
adopted across the globe (see TABLE 1). The coverage by legislation has risen from 44 per cent to 66 per cent of 
the world’s population (in 67 countries). India, as a major generator of e-waste, has been leading the way with 
the adoption of legislation; most African countries, conversely, have done little to address the issue.

15.11.5 Legislation
The existence of policies or legislation does not necessarily imply successful enforcement or the existence 
of sufficient e-waste management systems. TABLE 1 lists some of the more significant attempts at e-waste 
management around the world.

Only 41 countries in the world collect statistics. Measuring e-waste is an important step towards addressing 
the e-waste challenge. Statistics help to evaluate developments over time, set and assess targets, and identify 
best practices of policies. Better e-waste data will help to minimise its generation, prevent illegal dumping and 
emissions, promote recycling and create jobs.

In 2011, the Australian government commenced 
the National Television and Computer Recycling 
Scheme (NTCRS). The NTCRS website directs 
people to places to dispose of e-waste, such as 
MobileMuster and Planet Ark.

Laws regarding the disposal of e-waste vary 
between Australian states and territories. On 
1 July 2019 Victoria banned the inclusion of 
e-waste in general garbage collections and curbside 
collections, preventing e-waste from going to 
landfill.

South Australia has prohibited the dumping of 
e-waste in landfill since 2011, and the ACT since 
2010. In Western Australia, it is not illegal to put 
e-waste into landfill.

FIGURE 5  Informal collectors sort and burn 
e-waste.

FIGURE 6  Animals graze among e-waste in Guiyu.

FIGURE 7  Increasing mobile phone usage contributes 
significantly to e-waste.
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TABLE 1  E-waste legislation around the world

Policy/legislation Specific actions

Basel Convention 1994  • Keep the production of hazardous waste as low as possible.

 • Make suitable disposal facilities available.

 • Reduce and manage international flow of hazardous waste.

 • Ensure management of waste is controlled in an environmentally friendly way.

 • Block and punish illegal movement of hazardous waste.

Buy-back policies Many countries have tried buy-back schemes, with varying degrees of success.

China’s e-waste ban, 2002 Although an official ban was placed on e-waste being shipped into China, it 
continued to be smuggled in or came across the borders by land. In 2017 China 
strengthened its ban on e-waste.

International 
Telecommunication Union

Connect 2030 has taken on board the Sustainable Development Goals, especially 
Goals 3, 7, 11, 12 and 13, where ICT can be applied.

Kenya e-waste Act Initiated in 2013 but stalled in parliament, this Act has been replaced by a National 
E-Waste Management Strategy to cover the period 2019–20 to 2023–24. Its purpose 
is to prescribe ways to minimise negative impacts of e-waste on the environment 
and human health.

Global e-waste Statistics 
Partnership 2017

The International Telecommunication Union, the United Nations University, and the 
International Solid Waste Association have joined together to improve the collection, 
analysis and publication of worldwide e-waste statistics, with a view to increasing 
the awareness of the need for further development in the e-waste industry.

India 2018 Rules were first established in 2011 using the concept of Extended Producer 
Responsibility whereby the manufacturer is responsible for safe disposal of 
electronic goods. In 2018 the emphasis was on regulating the dismantlers and 
recyclers and providing revised collection targets into the future.

Lead

PVC

Retardants

Barium

Chromium

Mercury

Beryllium

Cadmium

FIGURE 8  Toxic components in the central processing unit and cathode-ray tube monitor of a  
desktop computer
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Resources

Interactivity e-wasted (int-3343)

Weblink Survey Monkey

15.11 ACTIVITIES

 1. Conduct research to find out where your nearest e-waste recycling drop-off point is located.
 a. Is it realistic to take your e-waste there?
 b. What strategies could the Western Australian government use to better manage e-waste?

 HASS skills: Questioning and researching 
 Geography concept: Sustainability

 2. Conduct a survey and interview students, teachers and families about their e-waste recycling habits.
 a. Draft the questions you wish to ask and consider how you will record the responses. Some ideas for 

questions might include whether students are more environmentally aware than teachers/families, whether 
age makes a difference to a person’s attitude to e-waste recycling, whether you consider you have enough 
e-waste to make it worthwhile recycling, whether it is easy to reach a location that will take your e-waste, etc.

 b. If you wish to conduct your survey online, use the Survey Monkey weblink in the Resources tab. Otherwise, 
you can use the SkillBuilder in subtopic 12.11 to assist in your survey development.

 c. After you have conducted your surveys, collate and present your findings in graphic form.
 d. Analyse the graphs and write a summary of the findings. If possible, arrange to present your findings to an 

interested group within your school or community — you may help improve awareness of issues and change 
attitudes towards e-waste recycling!  HASS skills: Questioning and researching 
 Geography concepts: Environment, Change

 3. Research and write a considered paragraph on the state of e-waste management in the United States, 
Germany, Thailand or Nigeria.
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching 
 Geography concept: Environment

 4. Find a selection of five images online to create a photo essay showing the lives and work of informal e-waste 
collectors. Each image should be annotated, and include its source details. 
 General capability: Intercultural understanding
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15.11 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. Define the term e-waste.
 2. Name the two countries that produce the greatest amount of e-waste.
 3. Name the five countries that produce the most e-waste per person (per capita). How would you categorise 

the economic development of these countries?
 4. What proportion of the world’s countries has legislation in place regarding e-waste management?
 5. Which areas of the world are lacking in e-waste management legislation?
 6. Outline the key actions identified in the Basel Convention.
 7. Explain the importance of statistics in addressing the issue of e-waste management.

Apply your understanding

 8. Has the production of e-waste reflected the consumption of ICT products in China since 2006? Explain your 
answer.

 9. China might produce the most e-waste, but its per capita level is low. India also has a low per capita level, 
although it produces far less e-waste. Try to explain this situation.

 10. Propose a set of regulations that might assist the city of Guiyu to replace the culture of informal collection of 
e-waste in the city. Suggest how each regulation might be introduced so that the program is a success.

 11. Why does legislation often seem to have limited impact in the e-waste sector?
 12. Suggest reasons for Kenya’s inability to bring into law an e-waste Act.
 13. Many countries are looking at an Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) for e-waste. In China, the four 

key areas of manufacturing responsibility are: producing environmentally friendly designs; using recycled 
materials; standardising waste management and recycling processes; and disclosing data on recycling. 
Discuss whether these four aspects of e-waste management are likely to be easily, readily and willingly 
taken into law in China.

 14. Explain what is meant by the ‘need for a global solution to the transboundary issue of e-waste’.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 3, 6, 11

LEVEL 2
Questions 
4, 5, 8, 9, 10

LEVEL 3
Questions 
7, 12, 13, 14
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  15.12   Thinking Big research project: 
Trash or treasure? 
 Scenario 
 Japan fi rst hosted the Summer Olympic Games in Tokyo in 1964. In 2013 Tokyo was declared the venue for 
the 2020 Summer Olympics. In planning Tokyo 2020, (postponed until 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic) 
the organisers were keen to make a mark that would identify these Games forever. Each Olympic medal 
contains Japanese electronic waste – mobile phones and other small appliances had component parts removed 
and melted down to extract the gold, silver and bronze. Recycling of the trash showcased Japanese dedication 
to sustainability.  

 Task 
 You will create a pamphlet to accompany the medals, explaining the background of their production — how 
the trash of millions has been recycled to create the prized Olympic treasures of the athletes of the 2020 
Olympic Games. 

 Your pamphlet should include the following headings and answer each of the questions below. 

     1.   Tokyo 2020 Medal Project  — Research and explain how it operated. Why did the Tokyo organising 
committee decide on this project? 

     2.   Donating pre-loved mobile phones  — Where could the Japanese leave their mobile phones? 
     3.   The Olympic medals  — How much gold, silver and bronze was required? Did the Medal Project achieve 

its aim for each metal? 
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     4.   Mobile phones in Japan  — Research the production of mobile phones in Japan and recycling of e-waste 
in Japan. What happens to discarded mobile phones when consumers trade up for newer gadgets? 

     5.   Encouraging e-waste recycling  — Regulation of e-waste in Japan has been in place since 2009. In what 
way would this help the success of the Medal Project? 

     6.   Message  — What message do these Olympic medals send to the world?   

 Process 
     •    Open the ProjectsPLUS application in the Resources for this topic. Click on the  Start new project  button 

to enter the project due date and set up your project group if you wish. You may work individually or in 
pairs, depending on your teacher’s preference. Save your settings and the project will be launched. 

     •    Navigate to the  Research forum , where you will fi nd starter topics (the task questions) loaded to guide 
your research. You can add further topics to the Research forum if you wish. In the  Media centre  you 
will fi nd an assessment rubric and some weblinks that will provide a starting point for your research. 

     •    Conduct research to address the questions provided in the  Task  section. As you work, remember to record 
details of your sources so you can create a bibliography to submit with your completed infographic. Add 
your research notes and source details to the relevant topic pages in the Research forum. When you have 
completed your research, you can print out the  Research report  in the Research forum to easily view all 
the information you have gathered, if you wish. 

     •    Plan the layout of your pamphlet. Create clear text responses to the  Task  questions and organise these 
under their headings, along with images or diagrams as appropriate, to add interest to your pamphlet. 

     •    Review your work thoroughly, checking for correct spelling and grammar. Finalise your bibliography. 
When you are happy with your work, submit your pamphlet and bibliography to your teacher for 
assessment.       

Resources

ProjectsPLUS   Thinking Big research project: Trash or treasure  (pro-0196)   
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 15.13  Review
15.13.1 Key knowledge summary

15.2 The various perceptions of land
 • Land means different things to different people.
 • In traditional Indigenous Australian culture, ‘land’ is a part of people’s being — people’s relationship with 

land is an interconnected one, across physical, spiritual and cultural worlds.
 • Our understanding of land is not always the same as that in traditional Indigenous Australian culture.

15.3 Modes of accessing places
 • Public transport plays a vital role in connecting people and places.
 • Active travel, such as cycling or walking, has become a mainstream mode of transport in modern life.
 • The ‘20-minute neighbourhood’ concept in urban planning aims to achieve living spaces in which people 

can walk to access all the key requirements of daily life.

15.5 Connecting with the world
 • Technological developments have seen the reduction in time taken to connect with distant places.
 • Cruise ship travel has become increasingly popular.
 • Air travel has become faster, more frequent and cheaper, making it an increasingly accessible way for 

people to connect with faraway places and people.

15.6 How does trade connect us?
 • Countries of the world are interconnected through trade in goods and services.
 • Different countries, because of their level of economic development, have varying levels of consumption 

of goods and services.

15.7 Australia’s global trade
 • Australia is a member nation of the major organisations that control world trade. These include the World 

Trade Organization (WTO) and the Asia-Pacific Economic forum (APEC).
 • The production of goods can have significant impacts on the environment, requiring careful management 

of water and soil resources to achieve sustainability.
 • Globalisation has led to a change in manufacturing such that goods are now more likely to be produced in 

developing countries where labour costs are low.

15.8 Levelling the playing field
 • The fair trade movement aims to improve the lives of small producers in developing nations by paying a 

fair price to artisans and farmers who export goods
 • The fair trade labelling system is operated by Fairtrade International. The system works to ensure that 

income from the sale of products goes directly to farmers, artisans and their communities.
 • NGOs such as Oxfam and World Vision also support fair trade and oppose socially unjust trade 

agreements.

15.9 Information and communications technology
 • The world of ICT is constantly developing and changing.
 • The internet is not evenly accessible across the world.
 • There is a clear link between access to the internet and mobile phones.

15.10 Comparing the digital divide around the world
 • Not all Australians have equal access to digital technology.
 • Mobile phone subscriptions are high in India, but the internet has less penetration.
 • Regional and rural areas in both Australia and India have less access to technology.
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15.11 The impact of ICT production
 • China is one of the largest producers and consumers of ICT appliances.
 • E-waste disposal has impacted the environment, which has in turn impacted people.
 • E-waste legislation is unevenly implemented across the world but does not always work.

15.13.2 Key terms 

15.13.3 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

active travel    making journeys via physically active means, such as cycling or walking

barter    to trade goods in return for other goods or services rather than money

connectivity    the ability to access the internet

developing countries    nations with a low living standard, undeveloped industrial base and low human development index 
relative to other countries

digital divide    a type of inequality between groups in their access to and knowledge of information and communication 
technology

ethnicity    cultural factors such as nationality, culture, ancestry, language and beliefs

extremism    extreme political or religious views or extreme actions taken on the basis of those views

human development    measures such as life expectancy, education and economic wellbeing that provide an overall indication 
of a place’s level of development and the standard of living of its inhabitants

humanitarian principles    the principles governing our response to those in need, with the main aim being to save lives and 
alleviate suffering

infrastructure    the facilities, services and installations needed for a society to function, such as transportation and 
communications systems, water pipes and power lines

national security    the protection of a nation’s citizens, natural resources, economy, money, environment, military, government 
and energy

non-government organisation    (NGO) a group or business that is organised to serve a particular social purpose at local, 
national or international level, and operates independently of government

offshore    to relocate part of a company’s processes or services overseas in order to decrease costs

perception    the process by which people translate sensory input into a view of the world around them

social justice    a principle applied so that a society is based on equality, the appreciation of the value of human rights and the 
recognition of the dignity of every human being

totem    an animal, plant, landscape feature or weather pattern that identifies an individual’s connection to the land

trade barrier    government-imposed restriction (in the form of tariffs, quotas and subsidies) on the free international exchange of 
goods or services

trading partner    a participant, organisation or government body in a continuing trade relationship

value adding    processing a material or product and thereby increasing its market value

World Wide Web    the global resources and information exchange available to internet users through the use of the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

Exciting or dull, familiar or strange? How can the same place look and feel different for each person?

 1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has your 
learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

 2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question, outlining your views.
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 15.13  Review exercise
Multiple-choice
 1. What factors might influence your understanding of a place?
 A. You might hold cultural beliefs that influence your connection to land.
 B. You might not understand a place very well and find it unfamiliar or strange.
 C. Your religious beliefs might set rules about how you should treat a specific place.
 D. All of the above

 2. What is not one of the benefits of air freight?
 A. It is quicker than shipping.
 B. It allows for easier trade in perishable items over long distances.
 C. It facilitates ‘just in time’ manufacturing.
 D. It is more cost-effective than shipping by sea.

 3. How is household final consumption per person calculated?
 A. Multiplying the amount spent on all goods and services within a country for a year, divided by the total 

population of the country
 B. Adding the amount spent on all goods and services within a country for a year, divided by the total 

population of the country
 C. Adding the amount spent on all goods and services within a country for a year, divided by the number of 

households in the country
 D. Adding the amount spent on all goods and services within a country for a month, divided by the total 

population of the country

 4. What does the term value adding mean?
 A. Inflating the price of goods or services for specific customers
 B. Absorbing the environmental costs of a product to minimise its impact
 C. Increasing a product’s market value by processing or changing it
 D. Charging an additional fee to import products

 5. Why did the COVID-19 pandemic affect the international rock lobster market?
 A. Rock lobsters caught the disease and died.
 B. A significant number of lobster fishermen were quarantined.
 C. Local markets closed down.
 D. Export to China decreased significantly.

 6. Which of these countries was not one of Australia’s top ten trading partners in 2017–18?
 A. China
 B. India
 C. Canada
 D. Germany

 7. What was Australia’s largest export commodity in 2017–18?
 A. Education-related travel
 B. Gold

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-5871)
Reflection (ewbk-5870)
Crossword (ewbk-5869)
Student Learning Matrix (ewbk-5861)

Interactivity Connecting with our places crossword (int-7649)
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 C. Iron ore and concentrates
 D. Beef

 8. Which government body manages Australia’s overseas aid program?
 A. The United Nations
 B. The Department of Trade
 C. The Department of Homeland Security
 D. The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

 9. What proportion of Australia’s aid budget was spent on education in 2018–19?
 A. 16 per cent
 B. 19 per cent
 C. 20 per cent
 D. 37 per cent

 10. Higher levels of smartphone adoption tend to occur in:
 A. countries with low levels of human development.
 B. countries with high levels of human development.
 C. countries with limited internet access.
 D. countries with small populations.

Short answer
 11. How can stereotypes affect how we ‘see’ a place?
 12. What are the benefits for a community that can walk to satisfy its daily needs?
 13. a. Describe the types of disabilities that would make it most difficult to travel on public transport.
 b. Choose one of these types of disability and explain why it would make using a specific type of public 

transport difficult (e.g. train, bus, tram, ferry).
 14. Come up with a plan for improving transport in your region.
 a. Explain what kind of services your community needs.
 b. List the stakeholders who would need to be involved in order to make your dream a reality.
 15. a. Identify one way that people living in remote places in Australia can be connected to the world through 

the use of technology.
 b. List how this interconnection might benefit people living in remote communities.
 16. Explain why providing international aid might be in the interests of Australia’s national security.
 17. Identify and describe one trend in the spatial distribution of internet users around the world.
 18. Consider the factors affecting access to the internet in Australia. In your view, which of these factors would 

be most difficult for an individual to overcome? Present an argument to justify your decision.
 19. Propose and explain one strategy that might be put in place to ensure that e-waste in your community is 

recycled.
 20. Land means different things to different people. What factors influence the way you feel and think about 

the place you live? You could answer this question on a local, national or international scale.
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RESOURCE SUMMARY Resources

This is a summary of the digital resources you will find online for Topic 15 to help support your learning and deepen 
your understanding. When you see these icons next to an image or paragraph, go to learnON to access video 
eLessons, interactivities, weblinks and other support material for this topic.

15.1 Overview

Video eLesson
 • Making connections (eles-1722)

15.2 The various perceptions of land

eWorkbook
 • What makes a place special? (ewbk-5862)
 • Trading food (ewbk-5863)

Interactivity
 • My place (int-3332)

Google Earth
 • James Price Point, WA

15.3 Modes of accessing places

Interactivity
 • Off the rails (int-3333)

Weblink
 • Your Move — Western Australian Department of 

Transport

15.4 Thinking Big research project: 
Fieldwork — moving around our spaces

ProjectsPLUS
 • Thinking Big research project: Fieldwork — moving 

around our spaces (pro-0193)

15.6 How does trade connect us?

eWorkbook
 • Australia’s global trade (ewbk-5864)
 • Global players and the industrial landscape (ewbk-5865)

Weblink
 • Trade

15.7 Australia’s global trade

eWorkbook
 • Fair trade (ewbk-5866)
 • The Australian Aid program (ewbk-5867)
 • Illegal wildlife trade (ewbk-5868)

Explore more with myWorld Atlas
 • Investigate additional topics > Australia’s links with the 

world > Aid, migration and trade

15.11 The impact of ICT production

Interactivity
 • e-wasted (int-3343)

Weblink
 • Survey Monkey

15.12 Thinking Big research project: Trash 
or treasure?

ProjectsPLUS
 • Thinking Big research project: Trash or treasure? 

(pro-0196)

15.13 Review

eWorkbook
 • Reflection (ewbk-5870)
 • Crossword (ewbk-5869)
 • Student Learning Matrix (ewbk-5861)

Interactivity
 • Connecting with our places crossword (int-7649)

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au.
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